RESTAURANTS AND RETAILERS

MINNESOTA UNION BUILT

Kirk Acoustics, Imperial Wall, Jannings Acoustics, Kellington Const.

• McDonald's
• New Bohemia (Multiple Locations) | RTL Const., & AE Conrad, Kirk Acoustics
• North Loop Galley (Minneapolis) | Zeman Construction
• Nye's Bar (Minneapolis) | Zeman Construction
• Pancheros (Multiple Locations) | Sterm Drywall
• Olives Garden (Duluth) | Zeman Construction
• Oliver's (Shoreview) | Zeman Construction
• Original Pancake House (Multiple Locations) | Zeman Construction
• Qdoba (Multiple Locations) | B&P Drywall & Construction, Kirk Acoustics, Pinnacle Wall Systems
• Red Robin (Bloomington) | Westin Const. & Quality Drywall, Pinnacle Wall Systems, Kirk Acoustics
• Smith & Porter (Minneapolis) | Zeman Construction
• Snack Bar (Minneapolis) | Zeman Construction
• Spoon and Stable (Minneapolis) | Zeman Construction
• Sushi Tange (Minneapolis) | Zeman Construction
• Station Pizza (Minnetonka) | Zeman Const. & AE Conrad, Kellington Const., Kirk Acoustics
• Tavern Grill (Roseville) | Zeman Const. & AE Conrad, Axel H Ohman, Arch. Sales of MN, Homeco Insulation, Kellington Const., Sonus Interiors
• Tavern (Arden Hills) | Zeman Construction
• Tavern 23 (Edina) | Zeman Construction
• Teppanyaki Grill & Supreme Buffet (Fridley) | Westin Const. & Quality Drywall
• The Buttered Tin (St. Paul) | Flannery Const. & Arch Sales of MN
• The Cheesecake Factory (Minnetonka) | RTL Const., Acoustics Associates
• Wahlburgers (Multiple Locations) | RTL Const., S&S Concrete & Masonry
• Wendy's (Multiple Locations) | Reshetar Systems
• Yard House (St. Louis Park) | Commercial Wall Systems, Kirk Acoustics
• ZIA Burger Burger (Bloomington) | RTL Const.

MANKATO RESTAURANTS

• The Pub 500
• The Loose Moose Saloon
• Morson-Ario VFW

ROCHESTER RESTAURANTS

• Crave | Weis Builders (ROCH), Mulcahy Nickolous
• Daubys Bakery
• Grand Rounds Brewery
• McDonald's | AE Benike & Twin Cities Acoustics, JSH Const.
• News | AE Benike
• Pancheros | RTL Const., Sonus Interiors
• Pescara | AE Benike & Palmer Soderberg
• Pittsburg Blue
• Qdoba
• Roosters | AE Benike
• Roosters Too | AE Benike
• Smoke
• Tap House West | AE Benike
• TerraSo
• Whistle Binkys | AE Benike & Twin City Acoustics

SAINT CLOUD RESTAURANTS

• Friedy's Frozen Custard & Steak Burgers
• House of Pizza
• McDonald's | St. Cloud Acoustics, Central MN
• Ceiling, JSH Const., TR Concrete, B&P Drywall & Construction
• Red Robin | Westin Const. & RTL Const.

Please follow CDC and WHO safety guidelines when dining out or attending public gatherings.
Now more than ever is the time to support business that have been impacted by the pandemic, and you have the opportunity to use your buying power to support working people. So with the dawn of a new year, why not patronize a company that supports union labor and fair treatment of workers. Here is a list of restaurants and retail stores that were built by union contractors.

Please follow CDC and WHO safety guidelines when dining out or attending public gatherings.